Friday, July 30, 2021, 7:45 a.m.
Please share this information with your teams and front line staff, especially those who may not access
emails or computers.
NEW TODAY: Here’s the latest information about Michigan Medicine’s management of operations:
• COVID-19 PATIENT STATS
• TEAM MEMBER COVID-19 TESTING
• VACCINE STATS
• COVID-19 VACCINATION REPORTING POLICY
• OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES HEALTH RX COVID-19 VACCINATION DATA
• BUS CAPACITY LIMITS LIFTED AUG. 2
• WELL-BEING AND MENTAL HEALTH SUPPORT
• HIT PAUSE: HOPE, INSPIRATION, GRATITUDE
DAILY COVID-19 PATIENT STATS
Today’s census for COVID-19 inpatients and those patients under investigation (PUI) are noted below:
TOTAL INPATIENTS
TESTED POSITIVE
PUI
ICU POSITIVE
ADULT
17
15
2
4
PEDIATRIC
1
0
1
0
View COVID-19 Dashboard: https://uhabccappspr1.umhs.med.umich.edu/
COVID-19 Patient Percent Positivity (7 day moving average, as of 7/28)
Symptomatic testing: 4.51%
Asymptomatic testing: 0.67%
Discharges: 2,827 total COVID-19 discharges to date, 3 in the last 24 hours. These numbers include
patients discharged to skilled nursing facilities but exclude deaths and discharges to hospice.
Deaths and hospice: Since March 10, 2020 Michigan Medicine hospitals have had 278 total deaths or
discharges to hospice, 0 in the last 24 hours.
TEAM MEMBER COVID-19 TESTING STATS*
POSITIVE
1,980
EMPLOYEES TESTED
15,278
TOTAL TESTS
30,775
* Data from 3/10/20 through 7/22/21. The testing stats reflect just Michigan Medicine employees, not
all University of Michigan employees. It also reflects only those who sought testing at or were

hospitalized at Michigan Medicine or reported their testing to Occupational Health Services. Some
Michigan Medicine employees may have been tested outside our system.
Michigan Medicine Employee Rolling COVID Data

Employees Positive Cases for preceding week: 7/4 - 7/10/2021
3
Employee Positive Cases Last 7 Days
8
Employees Tested Last 7 Days
119
Positivity Rate (Week of 7/11 - 7/17/2021 )
6.72%
Testing stats reflect just Michigan Medicine employees, not all University of Michigan employees. It also
reflects only those who sought testing at or were hospitalized at Michigan Medicine or reported their
testing to Occupational Health Services. Some Michigan Medicine employees may have been tested
outside our system.
VACCINE STATS
Find the most timely and up-to-date information on the Vaccine FAQs and the Vaccine Dashboard.
COVID-19 VACCINATION REPORTING POLICY
Michigan Medicine employees are encouraged to report their COVID-19 vaccination through the form
available on Wolverine Access. Directions for reporting COVID-19 vaccination status through Wolverine
Access can be found by visiting the Michigan Medicine Employee COVID-19 Vaccination Reporting
policy.
Documentation such as a copy of your vaccination card or MyChart records will be required on the form.
Once you submit the form, vaccine information will be reviewed within the next 7 business days. Then it
will take approximately one day for your vaccination information in ResponsiBLUE to update from “No
Record” to “Pending” if you have yet not reached your fully vaccinated date or “Completed” if you are
fully vaccinated.
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES HEALTH RX COVID-19 VACCINATION DATA
Employees that self-report their COVID-19 vaccination data through the Wolverine Access survey tool
will soon be able to see their vaccination information in Occupational Health’s platform, Health
Rx. Employees and supervisors should expect records to be available in Health Rx by mid-next week.
Employees can access their Health Rx portal by visiting this link and selecting the My Summary tab once
logged in.

BUS CAPACITY LIMITS LIFTED AUG. 2

Effective Monday, August 2, based on guidance from University public health officials, passenger
capacity limits will be removed from the campus bus system. The removal of capacity limits is in line
with TheRide who is working under guidance from the Washtenaw County Health
Department. Passengers will also again be allowed to board and exit from both the front and rear
doors.
Preventative measures that will remain in place include:
§ Face coverings are required. No mask, no service.
§ Transit routes designed for passenger trips to be completed in approximately 15 minutes or
less.

§
§
§
§

Moveable shields installed as a barrier between passengers and drivers.
Drivers will take advantage of stops to open doors for increased ventilation.
Increased air filtration and open windows for all buses.
Cleaning and disinfection protocols for frequently touched surfaces inside the bus.

In early August, additional information will be shared on routes and schedules for Fall Term on
the Logistics, Transportation & Parking website.
WELL-BEING AND MENTAL HEALTH SUPPORT
An essential part of caring for your well-being is to make space for rest, reflection, and additional
support when needed. The Office of Counseling and Workplace Resilience is available to support the
mental health of all Michigan Medicine faculty and staff with counseling services, leader consultations,
educational presentations, referrals, and resources. To learn more about our confidential,
compassionate, and no-cost services, please contact: 734-763-5409 or counseling@med.umich.edu.
HIT PAUSE: HOPE, INSPIRATION, GRATITUDE
In this spot, we will share stories of hope, inspiration and gratitude. Take a few minutes to pause and
reflect:
Take a moment to reflect on your colleagues and peers, and who might be worthy of a gold
medal during this Olympic season. Use the Recognition Site, and click on Recognize Someone in the
upper right to share your gratitude for a job well done.
Weekly bulletins and policies are posted on Michigan Medicine Headlines
at https://mmheadlines.org/covid-19-updates/. Please bookmark this site and refer to it for the most
up-to-date information.

